
Are you looking for a property you can make your own?
Main Road is a spacious mid-terrace home which will
likely appeal to an array of purchasers. The decor is
neutral and the location is easily accessible.

31 Main Road
Galgate, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA2 0JW

£100,000
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A brief description
This property on the Main Road in Galgate
offers accommodation over three floors. 

The ground floor offers a spacious lounge
to the front of the home with a dining room
or a possible ground floor bedroom to the
rear. You wil l also find a modern fitted
kitchen which was newly installed early
2018.

To the first floor there are two bedrooms
with the master overlooking the front and
the single room overlooking the rear. There
is also a 3-piece bathroom suite which has
a shower above the bath. On the second
floor you will discover two further bedrooms
which are both generous in size. 

The front offers a small walled courtyard
with access to the main entrance and
there is an enclosed yard to the rear with
gated access to a wide service lane.

Key Features
• Three storey mid-terrace home

• Four generous bedrooms

• Two spacious reception rooms

• Modern fitted kitchen

• Contemporary three piece bathroom

• Secure enclosed rear yard

• Semi-rural village location

• Fantastic access to transport links

• Freehold and available with no chain

• Ideal investment opportunity

Welcome to Main Road
Welcome to Main Road, a popular residential street located at the heart of
the village of Galgate. 

Galgate itself is a popular semi-rural village located just four miles south of
Lancaster City Centre and only a short distance from the University of
Lancaster, making it popular with an array of homeowners. 

There are excellent local amenities which include a primary school, village
pubs, a tea room, Spar shop, hairdressers and a Post Office. Lancaster
Canal runs through the village, great for long country walks. 

Junction 33 from the M6 motorway is a couple of miles south of the village,
particularly appealing for commuters.
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Step inside
Make your way through the well maintained front elevation at Number 31
Main Road. Step inside and straight in to the home's first reception room,
from here access can be found to the rear hallway and the stairs which
take you up to the first floor.

First, let's start with the living room...

The ground floor
The living room located to the front of the home is well presented, a
generous size space which spans the width of the property. The decor is
clean and crisp, the perfect blank canvas to make this home your own.

Pass through the living room and into the rear hallway, from here the
second reception room, kitchen and stairs can be accessed. The
second reception room is multi-functional, perhaps you would want to
use this space as a dining room, home office or even a ground floor
bedroom depending on your needs. 

Located at the rear of the home is the modern and well appointed
kitchen. Crisp white units provide ample storage space and there is room
for all necessary appliances. The home's boiler can be found in the
kitchen and the rear yard can also be accessed from here.

The first floor
Take the stairs up to the first floor, here you will find two of the home's
bedrooms and the family bathroom. The first bedroom, located at the
front of the home is a generous size space, allowing plenty of room for a
double bed and all necessary furnishings, the soft neutral decor is
continued throughout this space. 

Located to the rear of the home is the smallest of the four bedrooms, a
single room which enjoys a pleasing outlook over the rear elevation. A
handy built-in storage cupboard is available which could be used as a
wardrobe. 

The family bathroom boasts a white modern three piece suite which is
complete with a shower above the bath. The room is partially tiled in a
fashionable manner for ease and convenience.

The second floor
Take the stairs up to the second floor, here you will find the final two
bedrooms the home has to offer. Both bedrooms boast wonderfully
charming features such as exposed beams. 

The bedroom located to the front of the home is a generous double and
the bedroom located to the rear is a large single bedroom.

Step outside
Externally, the front of the home has a small courtyard style area with a
hedged boundary allowing privacy from the main road. 

Once round to the rear you will find a small enclosed rear yard with
walled boundaries and access out via a timber gate into the wide rear
service lane.

What we like
We love the potential this home offers,

the location is easily accessible and the
room sizes are generous! 



Extra Information
- Council tax band B
- This property has been a successful let for a number of years achieving
approximately £500pcm
- The modern fitted kitchen was fitted in 2018
- The home is gas central heated throughout, the boiler can be found in the
kitchen
- The home has uPvc double glazing throughout 
- This home is available with no chain
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